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We developed a biophysical model of the unusual calcium-dependent 
chloride channel (Kurahashi and Yau, 1994) of the olfactory sensory 
neurons: 

This model channel (Simoes-de-Souza and Roque, 2002) is based in the 
experimental results of Hallani et al. (1998), Reuter et al. (1998) and 
Larson et al. (1997).

From Hallani et al.(1998) we got the equation (with Hill coefficient=1) 
that describes the calcium concentration versus chloride current behavior 
of the channel 
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From Reuter et al. (1998) we got the reverse potential of the channel (6± 
12,5 mV).
From Larson et al. (1997) we got the unitary conductance of the channel 
(0,8pS) and the channel density (70 channels/mm2). Therefore, the 
calculated conductance density of the channel is 56pS/mm2.
The Hodgkin-Huxley m¥ activation state variable is
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and the temporal variable tm is zero, because the response delay of the 
channel to calcium is depressible. 
The final equation of the chloride channel is 
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Where, ICl is the chloride current, gClmax= 56pS/mm2 is the conductance 
density, 
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 is the activation state variable,  Em is the 
compartment membrane potential, and ECl = +6mV is the reverse potential 
of the channel.
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